4th Grade Learning Board
Activity 1

Activity 2

Activity 3

Activity 4

Activity 5

Reading

**Author's Purpose Nearpod
with guided instruction
www.nearpod.com
Code: YRXDM

Author's Purpose PowerPoint in
Teams

Give an example of a book or type
of text that would show each
example of the following Author's
Purposes:
Entertain
Inform
Persuade

Go to Powertest and complete:
ALES Weekly Choice Board
Nonfiction 2

Read Is Playing Video
Games a Sport and
complete the "Continue the
Learning Journey" at the
end.
https://sn4.scholastic.com/iss
ues/2018-19/020419/debateis-playing-video-games-asport.html

Writing

Writing Prompt: Imagine
a very strange planet
indeed. Write the name and
describe the planet in two
sentences. Then describe
the very strange people
who live there in two
sentences.

Writing Prompt: If you
found some treasure in a
friend's garden, should you be
allowed to keep it?
Explain your reason in 4-5
sentences.

Writing Prompt: When the
owners are asleep, describe
what Toby the bad dog gets
into in at least 5-7 sentences.

Author's Purpose Writing:
Write two sentences that
would show each type of
author's purpose using the
topic: puppy
(persuade, inform, entertain)

Science Writing:
List 5 things that you use
every day that requires
electricity. Then list 5 things
you could do if you didn't
have electricity.
Ex: lights/use a candle

Math

**Nearpod with guided
instruction
Multiplication and Division
www.nearpod.com
Code: LYXBT

Solve this Problem:
Mr. Penguin bought 29 bags of apples.
Each bag contained 8 apples. How
many total apples did Mr. Penguin
buy?

IXL D. 22, 23,24, 31
E. 7, 11

**Multiplication/Division PPT with
guided instruction
https://bit.ly/ALESDivideorMultiply
Multiplication/
Division Microsoft Forms in
Teams

Solve this Problem:
The movie theater had 145 seats
and 5 rows. How many seats were
in each row?

Science/
Social Studies

**VS 5 Revolutionary War
Nearpod with guided
instruction
www.nearpod.com
Code: EGONK

VS5 Revolutionary War Race
Through History:
Microsoft Forms

Describe the contributions
made by George
Washington, Thomas
Jefferson, and Patrick
Henry during the War. Write
two sentences for each
person.

**Watch the video Electric
Circuits on BrainPOP and
take the quiz after.

Draw an example of a
parallel circuit and a
series circuit. Label each
and write two sentences
about how they are
different.

Weekly
Challenge

Click Here for EL HELP

Take a picture while reading to your At-Home Reading Buddy! It could be a parent, a sibling, a pet, or even a
stuffed animal! Post it on Twitter and/or Facebook using #AshlandSOAR! We can't wait to see you reading to your
buddy. Together We SOAR Higher!

